The Identification of Advantages and Deficiencies of Current Digital Health Science Popularization in China: A Qualitative Study in Yangtze River Delta Region
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Background. Health science popularization, especially digital health science popularization, is essential for development of the Healthy China Strategy. Current studies have focused on interpreting digital education popularization and confirming its positive function; however, reports regarding the limitations and shortcomings thereof are lacking. We aimed to research the current development of digital health science popularization in China, analyze the existing problems, and explore the methods to resolve these problems.

Methods. We conducted a qualitative study by mixing in-depth interviews and grounded theory approaches. Participants were recruited according to the inclusion criteria via a snowballing process. Thirty-nine participants, including doctors, nurses, researchers, officers in government, and project leaders, were recruited from the Yangtze River Delta region. Online in-depth interviews with open questions were conducted, and the data were collected.

Results. Our results revealed that digital health science popularization has the advantages of convenience, swiftness, friendliness, and social links. However, obvious deficiencies were also exposed, including low authenticity, limited audiences, a lack of manpower, and fragmentation.

Conclusions. Current digital health science popularization needs to emphasize public welfare, promote the dissemination of information with professionalism and authority, cultivate cross-border talent, and develop institutional infrastructure to overcome the deficiencies thereof. This remains important to improve the quality and effectiveness of digital health science popularization.

1. Introduction

China has recently witnessed the proliferation of health science popularization. This is essential for the Healthy China Strategy [1, 2]. As traditional non-digital health science popularization in China has exposed increasing shortcomings, the digital health science popularization has emerged and resolved some encountered problems. But its effect is still not as expected. Thus, developing strategies according to the advantages and deficiencies of current digital health science popularization in China should be necessary and meaningful.

Traditional non-digital health science popularization in China is always theoretical and conceptual in terms of education [3]. Generally, it requires a huge number of providers, especially volunteers and medical staff. It remains a process that includes a range of participants, from governmental to voluntary organizations [4], which is both time-consuming and labor-intensive. Currently, there are increasing other difficulties when higher health education and science popularization aim to achieve coordinated growth [5]. Growing public are demanding more constructive dialogue and engagement with health science in the development of their health [6, 7]; obviously, traditional non-digital health science popularization cannot meet these challenges well. Thus, despite the heavy monetary spending on science communication—which was 16 billion yuan in 2018 [8], nearly 80% of which is from Chinese government funding—the development of traditional non-digital popularization efforts still struggles to meet the diversifying...
demands of science, especially in health, within Chinese society [9]. New approaches are required within health science popularization [10].

Actually, new approaches are always being encouraged by the National Health Commission of China to promote health science popularization [11]. With one-fifth of the online users worldwide [12], the development of information technology in China is promoting and benefiting Chinese health science popularization gradually [13]. Compared with the traditional non-digital way, digital health science popularization enables the public to take part in related processes and has the advantages of increasing cooperation with mass digital platforms, professional academic groups, or publishing institutions. Additionally, it demonstrates extraordinary strength in tracking hotspots of social concern, advertising public services, and leveraging new messages.

Increasing attention has been paid to digital health science popularization processes [14]. It is expected to construct a bridge between science popularization units and the public [15]. As is known, it provides more vivid presentations, including science popularization drama, digital animation, and microfilm. Digital posters and books, educative electronic games, and videos are effective approaches which are often used to enlighten the public about health science [16,17]. The health promotion and science education can be benefited by these approaches, which improve public health finally [18]. Meanwhile, it can impact individuals’ understanding and learning, change their participation framework, and even influence their credibility and identity [19]. It plays a potentially important role in science popularization and health promotion related to knowledge, attitude, and behavior [20].

Thus, digital health science popularization is highly regarded. As found, health science popularization via short-video and live video streaming platforms can provide convenience for public health education [21]. Online health science popularization information can meet the health needs of the public at many levels [22]. The efficient dissemination of science popularization knowledge can even be sped up through digital means. In the postepidemic era, digital health science popularization platforms have greatly impacted the public’s behavior and engagement [23]. It improves the public’s informativity in searching for health science knowledge about viruses and vaccines [24]. Digital health science popularization is, therefore, expected to bridge the gap between technical-scientific and sociolinguistic terms [25].

With health science gradually gaining popularity, the public are becoming increasingly eager to be supported by scientific knowledge in the face of increasing health problems. Then, emergence of digital health science popularization has opened up a new field of health information teaching and learning [19]. It helps the public to improve their lifestyles and increases the public credibility of science communication [6]. It encourages the public to engage in related processes, which enables participation in constructive dialogue for policy making [26]. It facilitates the scientist, experts, and physicians to involve in health science popularization to inform the public about health science as well. Finally, digital health science popularization has been increasingly emphasized [27].

However, as digital health science popularization increases the flow of new information, strengthening the public’s trust in science and defending science from misinformation are recognized as increasingly essential for health science popularization as well [28]. Facing the gaps in health knowledge, experts are always more powerful than the public, which can create both opportunities and dysfunctions in health science information popularization [29]. Thus, digital health science popularization has been more challenged in building trust and establishing resonance with the public. While incorporating strong professionalism, the dissemination of digital health science popularization content should be popular within health science, as should originality and keeping up with hot health topics. It is a challenge to keep up with the increasing complexity emerging from the ensuing interaction of knowledge transmission and knowledge circulation practices too [30]. Meanwhile, digital health science includes the paradox of big data monitoring and information leakage [31]. The low accessibility of personal media accounts and imperfect control mechanisms provide a hotbed for rumors.

In China, the development of digital health popularization is relatively short. Thus, on the one hand, most current reports are not based on China’s development experience. On the other hand, detailed investigations and analysis of specific facts are insufficient. At present, the effect of digital health popularization in China has not met the expectation. Although increasing researchers are aware of this problem, there are few studies on its specific status. For example, a digital divide exists among older adults in low-income households [32]; however, studies have not discussed this dilemma from the perspective of digital health science popularization. Studies have been conducted on public health education based on WeChat or regarding Internet information on public health events [19, 33]. However, most of these only provide a descriptive interpretation of digital education popularization and rarely specifically analyze the problems thereof. Compared to large studies regarding the positive visions of digital health science popularization, studies about the limitations and shortages thereof are still lacking. Obviously, it is important but still understudied regarding the advantages and deficiencies of current digital health science popularization in China. There is a lack of research that reveals the relevant development shortcomings and a lack of targeted development recommendations.

We, therefore, aimed to research how digital health science popularization has developed in China in the postepidemic era, paying attention to analyzing the problems that have been encountered and exploring the resolution thereof. By uncovering the related questions around this topic, we aimed to contribute further information on how to improve the effect of digital health science popularization.
2. Method

2.1. Study Setting. We conducted a qualitative study by mixing in-depth interview and grounded theory approaches. Participants were recruited via a snowballing process, and the data were mostly recorded from in-depth interviews. We incorporated the grounded theory approach to guide us in modifying the open questions during the interview process. All questions and analysis focused on the advantages and deficiencies of digital health science popularization. Finally, all data were analyzed by the grounded theory method (Figure 1).

As a systematic methodology for developing theories, grounded theory emphasizes inductive analysis [34, 35]. It provides an advantage relative to normative approaches in developing new theories or hypotheses. Thus, grounded theory was deemed appropriate because of its data-driven orientation [36]. Grounded theory approach was adopted in this study to enrich the data of the in-depth interviews and help explore how to recognize and guide the development of digital tools-based health science popularization from the perspective of various providers. In-depth interviews can focus on understanding some special questions [37], such as learning about the experiences, perceptions, and views of samples [38], hence the combination of the two methods.

2.2. Sampling

2.2.1. Inclusion Criteria. Most participants were unfamiliar with the researchers before enrollment in the study. They were first briefed on the methods and aims of the study before deciding whether to be involved or not. The inclusion criteria for the participants were as follows: (1) health science popularization providers with more than two years of experience; (2) without communication difficulties; and (3) with a willingness to share their opinions.

2.2.2. Sampling Process. Participants were recruited via a snowballing process in the Yangtze River Delta region (Table 1) and included doctors and nurses from hospitals, researchers from scientific research institutes and universities, officers in government, and health popularization project leaders from other platforms. The Yangtze River Delta region has been always in the forefront of health science popularization. It has gathered many talents, platforms, and other sources of digital health science popularization. Therefore, it has accumulated various related experience in the past development. Thus, this study was designed to recruit participants in this region. Initial participants were recruited from some familiar companions, mainly members of the Popular Science Committee of Chinese Medical Education Association (Geriatric Bone Health Group). All participants were interviewed by two trained researchers to ensure consistency. Potential participants meeting the inclusion criteria were informed of the purpose and process of the study. After confirming that they understood the related contents fully and were willing to be involved (verbal and written informed consent), they were included in the study.

An online in-depth interview was adopted after negotiating upon an appropriate time. The researchers conducted the interview with each participant in a separate online space, via webcam, and the interviews lasted approximately 30 minutes. Thereafter, the researchers transcribed the progress and simultaneously recorded the interview. When the interview was complete, all participants were encouraged to recommend additional participants to join the study.

Coding, comparisons, memo writing, and immediate data analysis were continuously carried out. When the first round of data was coded, potential participants for the second round were screened, based on recommendations of the former participants and others. Similarly, the following rounds of sampling were conducted, until data saturation.

Participants in this study were required to provide their opinions about the advantages and deficiencies of digital tools-based health science popularization according to their professional judgment. All individuals were recruited from March to September 2021. Anonymous references (both letters and numbers) were adopted to ensure confidentiality.

2.3. Data Collection. The interview was the primary data collection method used, as this approach has been widely employed in qualitative studies based on grounded theory [39, 40]. In-depth interviews can help researchers more clearly describe the meanings of themes central to the lives of the participants [41]. Meanwhile, narrative responses have the advantage of offering a window into the actual experiences of respondents that statistics alone do not [42].

The initial open questions for the in-depth interview used in this study were as follows. (1) Can you describe digital health science popularization tools you have employed at work? (2) What, in your opinion, are the advantages of digital health science popularization? (3) What are the deficiencies of digital health science popularization? (4) What are your suggestions on the development of digital health science popularization?

The open questions were tailored according to the context of the conversation. As the interview went on, the researchers appropriately guided the participants to expand upon their answers. This was done through further questions, such as “Why/how do you say that?”; “Can you explain that?”; and “What do you mean by saying . . . ?” The participants were encouraged to provide more details about some of their views, using questions such as “Can you talk about more details about . . . ?”

2.4. Data Analysis. Theoretical sampling and independent data coding analyses were carried out simultaneously by the corresponding authors. All data were analyzed in a cumulative manner. Group discussions were held regularly to exchange information and communicate new ideas. “What are the challenges of digital health science popularization and how do we solve them?” emerged as an elaborating question. Initially, there was no answer to this question.
As the analysis went on, various codes emerged, including “advantages” (such as convenience, swiftness, flexibility, timeliness, linkage, size/scale effect, interest, readability, and popularity) and “disadvantages” (such as authenticity, profiteering, lower conversion rates, audience limitation, manpower limitation, financial capacity limitation, material resource limitations, and institution limitations). A series of discussions were held to analyze the constantly emerging initial codes and determine their themes. Further work was carried out concerning merging, splitting, and classifying of related themes during this process. Special experts in the field were even consulted to help handle some disagreements that were encountered. With the final analysis focused on the advantages and deficiencies of digital health science popularization, other information that was not relevant was ignored in the later analysis process.

We focused on developing a theoretical model via subsequent rounds of sampling and analysis. In the later stages of sampling and theoretical coding, by using the constant comparative method (comparing codes against codes and data against data), two themes with their final
codes were identified: advantages and disadvantages. A theoretical model describing the advantages and deficiencies of digital health science popularization was developed, and related suggestions were provided accordingly.

3. Results

Digital science popularization has developed into an important trend in health science popularization with obvious advantages and deficiencies. These are summarized in Table 2.

3.1. Advantages

3.1.1. Convenience. Digital science popularization approaches demonstrated advantages in the dissemination of health science popularization. The most mentioned tools by the participants included digital magazines, digital newspapers, digital radio, cell phone SMS, mobile TV, Internet, digital TV, digital movies, and touch media. A wide variety of digital tools were considered to have expanded the dissemination channels of health science knowledge in various forms, mainly through text, pictures, videos, etc. It is very convenient for the public to understand relevant health information, which can enhance the effect of health science popularization. The following paraphrased comments were made by our respondents:

“Nearly everyone has WeChat. Endless amounts of information are received on cell phones or TVs every day. The frequency of the public to get information by computer terminal is drastically increased at present. Therefore, ongoing health science popularization by digital tools is an inevitable path.” (R-M-2).

“How many people are still reading traditional science magazines? It is too late to update information through these traditional tools, especially when facing the newly emerged epidemic (COVID-19). Digital health science popularization is convenient for the public to receive health information in a timely manner.” (N-F-1)

Digital approaches of health science popularization can provide convenience to various authorities and providers. Institutions can easily depend on their official digital platforms, such as official website, microblogs, or public numbers from WeChat, to disseminate information and knowledge on health science popularization. Authoritative individuals can conveniently carry out health science popularization activities with the help of self-media platforms. Digital health science popularization allowed a wide range of providers to select applicable tools to develop and publish health science products within their professional scope. This is convenient for the health science popularization providers to disseminate health science information and knowledge combining their own resources and conditions. This is also convenient for the public in the search for health science information.

“Nowadays, digital tools make health science popularization much easier. As far as I know, most official institutions have their own websites, microblogs, and WeChat public numbers. It is convenient for most individuals to open an account to popularize health science.” (O-F-5)

“Digital tools are convenient for us (health science popularization providers), both individuals and organizations. In the end, it is the general public benefited. We popularize health science conveniently. The general public seek related information convenience as well.” (L-M-2)

The convenience provided by digital health science popularization for the public is multifaceted. Traditional limitations of time and space for the public to receive the required information are broken. Information based on digital tools can be carried out by a variety of tools, such as cell phones, iPads, computers, mobile TVs, and other mobile devices. This mobility is very important and enables the public to be independent of fixed devices or places. This differs from traditional health science popularization approaches. Meanwhile, based on digital tools, the processes of the public to acquire relevant health science information can be synchronized within daily life (e.g., eating, watching TV, and waiting for the bus), at any time (e.g., between work and rest time).

“Information is updated at any time. The public are brushing their social circles frequently. Either waiting in line for a bus or a meal, most of the public keep receiving information. If we push health science popularization information properly on their digital terminals, it will be convenient for the public to be educated.” (L-F-4)

3.1.2. Swiftness. The swiftness of digital health science popularization was mentioned by nearly all the participants. Advantages related to digital technology support health science popularization communication by swiftly crossing the gaps between the media and audiences. This crossing was considered to be important as it shortened the time from generating the information to reaching the public. This swiftness was emphasized by most participants as necessary to achieve a rapid response to public health crises.

“This (digital health science popularization) communicates very quickly. This process allows effective health science popularization information to be pushed to the public as soon as it is produced. It has fewer intermediate processes that are time-consuming and laborious like traditional health science popularization tools.” (R-M-2)

The unique dynamism of digital health science popularization was also considered as important to enhance swiftness. It is supported by the focus on issues and social concerns through digital technology and helps providers to disseminate health science information accurately and in a timely fashion. Digital tools can refine the classification of health science information, which is helpful to improve the relevance of products to the public’s needs. Meanwhile, digital health science popularization supports a swift public feedback mechanism. The public can give their feedback on
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theoretical codes</th>
<th>Focused codes</th>
<th>Initial codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advantage of digital health science popularization</td>
<td>Convenience</td>
<td>Of time; space; place; and tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swiftness</td>
<td>Crossing gaps; rapid response; focus; refine information; feedback; time-sensitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Friendly</td>
<td>Various forms; vivid and interesting content; various levels of content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linkage</td>
<td>Integrate information; demonstration effect, combining advantage; integrating authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deficiencies of digital health science popularization</td>
<td>Low authenticity</td>
<td>Misleading and misjudgment; quality varies; duplicated; indiscriminate; wrong contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limited audiences</td>
<td>Scarcity of resources; limited quality audiences; vulnerable groups; unavailable groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manpower-lacking</td>
<td>Lack of enthusiasm; existing talent shortage; attracting new talent is difficult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fragmentation</td>
<td>Lacking scale; depth and breadth insufficient; incoherent content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
relevant health science popularization content through comments, private messages, etc. Such interactions can optimize health science popularization and also help the public to form proper health behaviors.

“Digital health science popularization is flexible. It is actively optimized as well. It is no longer a one-way dissemination of health knowledge, but is interactive. For example, all the comments on Weibo articles can be counted and analyzed as real responses of the public to certain health concerns. Then, the popularization information can be adjusted accordingly. Thus, a feedback loop is completed.” (L-M-1)

“The swiftness of digital health science popularization is no longer just about being responsive in the traditional sense. Rather, it can proactively identify social concerns and focal issues through precise calculations and big data analysis.” (O-M-3)

Digital health science popularization can accumulate and analyze a large amount of data about society. This helps popularization providers to organize and filter relevant health science information swiftly. It supports the providers and can highlight time-sensitive data swiftly when arranging relate content, such as in the following comments from respondents: "displaying in more obvious positions," “increasing its exposure frequency,” “improving the frequency of pushing,” and so on. This improves the public’s ability to receive needed information in the process of “being popularized” and improves the effect of health science popularization.

“Important health science information that the public needs to know quickly can be put on the front page, and can be pushed several times. In this way, the public can get important health science information passively but timeously.” (O-M-6)

3.1.3. Friendly. Compared with traditional health science popularization, digital health science popularization was more friendly. Usually, the public know little about professional health knowledge and obscure terminology. Thus, it is difficult for them to accept health science information that was complicated and professional. Digital health science popularization breaks this status quo by providing a wide range of presentations and forms of products that can meet the multilevel needs of the public. This ensures that more of the public can find information that is easily understandable from the wide range of health science popularization products.

“Health science popularization should be in an easy-to-understand language. Most traditional health science popularization is too professional and tedious to remember. In comparison, digital health popularization is much more friendly for the public to accept.” (D-M-1)

Visualization achieved by digital tools was found to be helpful to enhance the degree of friendliness, which was helpful for the public to generate appropriate health behavior. This can dynamically demonstrate relevant information through non-textual forms, such as cartoons, films, short videos, and public service announcements, which are considered to be vivid and interesting. Well-produced videos, with fun styles and high-quality content, can attract the attention of more of the public and stimulate greater engagement. Health science popularization products presented in visual and verbal forms are considered to be friendly and enhance the public’s comprehension of health science knowledge, promoting their memory and recognition of relevant information and improving the reception rate and service quality of health science information.

“Obviously, the effect of digital health science popularization is better. Making a video or telling a story is more friendly for the public to understand. The public are easy to accept an animation as it is interesting or vivid. It can explain basic health science information to the public in a more acceptable way.” (D-M-8)

3.1.4. Linkage. Participants mostly believed that digital health science popularization was an important way to educate the public, as it can achieve a linked social effect. Professional popularization institutions can integrate universal health information first, before it is transmitted and popularized on their digital platform. Meanwhile, the actions of providers can result in a demonstrative effect, which more public health science popularization providers are driven to invest in. The influence of health science popularization can then be expanded, and the effect can be improved. Considering this, digital health science popularization was believed to be helpful to combine advantages among multiple groups and produce a general linkage effect.

“Digital health science popularization is quite promising. Many local government departments, disease control agencies, hospitals, etc., are involved. Once some good works emerge, you can just forward it. Or, simply join in and do it jointly. In this way, a linkage effect can soon be formed.” (L-M-3)

Digital tools are also considered to be a link between the power of health science popularization and the wider mainstream media. This link expands upon and creates channels for the public to seek health information. Participants generally believed that integrating the authority of official media can compensate for some uncertainties in health science popularization. This integrated linkage realized the two-way advantages of authority and freedom, stability, and immediacy.

“The effect of health science popularization can be magnified by joining hands with official media. You can see how influential the cooperation is between 'Dingxiangyuan' and the People’s Daily.” (D-M-2)

“Facing the unknown, especially public health events, the public tends to trust the authority more. In this context,
3.2. Deficiencies. Digital health science popularization remains under development. Furthermore, through our interviews, we discovered several deficiencies.

3.2.1. Low Authenticity. An obvious inequality remains between providers and the public regarding professionalism and complexity of health science popularization. The providers often dominate the process of popularization because of its obvious advantages in knowledge, which can result in difficulty for the public to be satisfied by the information. An extensive constraint mechanism has not yet been formed for digital health science popularization; health information providers may pursue or even create “hotspots,” excessively driven by their own interests. They may choose some content to sell and to attract the reader’s attention. As a result, erroneous health information spreads rapidly, misleading the public and even leading to misjudgment of some health facts, which greatly damages the credibility of digital health science popularization.

“Many digital platforms are profit-oriented. Therefore, they need to attract the public’s attention and capture their psychology. Considering this, they might choose to one-sidedly amplify or even distort some information in order to meet the public’s curiosity demand or to cater to certain tastes of the public. This will lower the authenticity of digital health science popularization.” (N-F-7)

“Numerous digital platforms are for-profit. Therefore, having a ‘selling point’ is important for the chosen content. Compared with this, pure and justified health science information is often not as attention-grabbing. So, there is a potential trade-off, which will result in less dependability of the public, and more profit-making.” (O-F-2)

Most participants believed that the quality of current digital health science popularization varies, and the existing auditing methods are still backward. On the other hand, there is a lack of auditing talent in terms of professional health knowledge. The existing auditing systems are unable to screen the large amount of information. As a result, there is a great number of duplicated, indiscriminate, or even wrong content, which is detrimental to the public. Moreover, because of the immediate spread of information in the social circles of digital platforms, the negative consequences of such inaccurate health information will rapidly expand. This will reduce the accuracy of the public’s health knowledge and the effectiveness of spreading high-quality health science information.

“Providers from different digital platforms have disseminated a variety of health science information, which has resulted in great confusion and disorientation. Misunderstandings among the public result. Once this has fermented, it can lead to misinformation and misrepresentation. Too much useless information also makes it difficult for the public to find the right information. This is also an important reason why lots of correct health science information cannot effectively guide the public’s health behavior; it is drowned in a huge amount of invalid information.” (RM-3)

3.2.2. Limited Audiences. Digital health science popularization is still limited by a lack of infrastructure. At present, remote areas are the places with the most scarcity of health resources in China. Meanwhile, these areas are also the places where gaps exist in China’s information technology coverage. Digital health science popularization is difficult to promote in the relevant areas. The number of members of the public who are able to effectively use digital health science information remains very limited, and the number of groups who actively participate in this field is even smaller. These factors have greatly limited the size of the digital audience.

“Digital health science popularization must be based on digital infrastructure. Those poor and remote areas and places with insufficient information infrastructure coverage are weak links.” (D-M-6)

“Health science popularization dissemination can be achieved based on digital tools. But how do we promote it in those places where it is not possible? Remember, those places without information infrastructure are often the places where health resources are most lacking.” (R-F-4)

The complex composition of the public poses a great problem for digital health science popularization. A significant portion of vulnerable groups “do not know” or “are not good at” using digital health science popularization information. This is an important factor that limits the scope and effectiveness of related health science popularization. Most participants believed that the existing digital health science popularization tools were not friendly to these vulnerable groups and were not designed for them. Thus, current digital tools-based health science popularization is lost to these audiences. Moreover, the carriers of digital tools-based health science popularization are mobile devices and the Internet. Those who do not have access to these devices are disadvantaged by the unavailability of such health science popularization. According to the participants, this loss of audience consists mostly of the older adults, poor, less educated, and so on. This can exacerbate the vulnerability of this group.

“Digital health science popularization is seemingly open to all. But only on some levels in actuality. Remember that there are still many older adults and/or lower educated people around us. They have a limited ability to gain access to such health science information. This situation will result in the weak becoming weaker. This is an exacerbation of inequality.” (N-F-9)
Authoritative public health service institutions and various public hospitals are the main suppliers of digital health science popularization and rely excessively on traditional methods when disseminating information, which greatly reduces the communication interactivity between them and the public. This restricts the amount of relevant information dissemination and reduces the audience size. Moreover, many professionals remain accustomed to traditional teaching and lecturing modalities and use a great amount of professional jargon. This results in the presentation of many health science popularization works that are “not lively enough.” Such digital health science popularization has difficulty in attracting a greater audience.

“If it is too professional, the audiences won’t like to learn. But some professional terms are just like that. We don’t have that much time to be like professional anchors, right? So, though some of the health science information is very good, the audiences do not necessarily like it. That’s it.” (D-M-4)

“We are more used to giving lectures and want to make related knowledge clearer from a scientific point of view. But we may not be able to make what we are going to talk about palatable to wide audiences.” (D-M-5)

3.2.3. Lack of Manpower. Many potential information providers of digital health science popularization are not motivated. Professional health science popularization providers, especially those in medical service institutions, are often very busy with their daily work and work under heavy pressure. Therefore, most of their energy is focused on disease treatment, and health science popularization is not that important. In many cases, health science popularization was even considered to be a burden. The traditional concept of “emphasizing clinical aspects rather than prevention” still has a profound impact upon practices. Thus, professionals lack the initiative to participate in the dissemination of health science popularization information. Moreover, although China had formulated health science popularization policies, the results of are not linked to performance assessments and title evaluations, due to the lack of an appropriate system. This leads to a lack of enthusiasm of the majority of professionals, especially physicians and nurses (especially young and middle-aged), who are the main suppliers of information, to participate in the work of health science popularization.

“We, the healthcare workers, are straining our nerves in treating various diseases. The task before these eyes is much more urgent than health science popularization. Besides, to be honest, most young health care workers are working on getting promoted, about which health science popularization can help them little. You can’t ask them to do more ‘useless’ work like this. Their practical work is heavy enough.” (D-M-11)

“It is an old problem that ‘emphasis is placed on clinical aspects rather than prevention.’ Neither health care providers, nor the public, nor even the disease control departments before the epidemic (COVID-19), have given enough attention to health science popularization.” (R-F-4)

Professional digital health science popularization talent is in serious shortage. At present, the talent resources still rely on experts and professors from research institutes and graduates of relevant majors from universities. In practice, it will take a very long period for the social system to cultivate professional talents in this area. Meanwhile, it is difficult to attract more professional talent due to the characteristics of strong public interest and long return period of science popularization self-publishing media. This shortage can affect the long-term development of digital tools-based health science popularization.

“Many experts who are active now in digital health science popularization are, as far as I know, experts and professors in the institutions. They can only do some interpretations about their own profession for some special reasons. However, they are not specifically dedicated to health science popularization.” (O-F-7)

3.2.4. Fragmentation. The scale effect of authoritative digital health science popularization has not been formed. In the opinion of most participants, the current health science popularization content was still mostly presented in “point pattern,” which leads to fragmentation. Limited content can become a series. In other words, most of the contents come across as somewhat incoherent. This increases the difficulty of effectively integrating high-quality digital health science popularization resources.

“Hospitals still engage with hospitals; associations engage with associations; and the government engages with the government. Often, we all do our own thing and have our own petty ideas. As for whether there is a waste of resources, or duplication of infrastructure, individuals do not care.” (R-F-1)

Science popularization in most platforms remains too fragmented. This increases not only the difficulty of using existing digital technology to realize integration but also the difficulty for the public to screen out authoritative scientific health science information from the mass of information with which they are bombarded. Though digital tools-based health science popularization platforms can help to enhance interactivity between the public and the information providers, interactivity is still lacking. This results in fragmentation and limits the use of these platforms. Meanwhile, the depth and breadth of relevant health science popularization is insufficient and inconsistent, which results in difficulty in integration. This reduces the popularization of generating integrated health science information.

“There is still a long way to go before a scale effect is formed. After all, such an atmosphere is currently lacking. Neither the policy nor the system has created the right environment for the formation of a scale effect of epidemic prevention science.” (R-M-6)
4. Discussion

Health science popularization has benefited greatly from digital technology. This is due to the convenience, swiftness, friendliness, and the links that are provided, and, therefore, digital health science popularization can perform well in the dissemination of health knowledge. However, current digital health science popularization in China also exposed obvious deficiencies, including low authenticity, limited audiences, the lack of manpower, and fragmentation of the information. To overcome these deficiencies, a greater amount of attention should be paid to emphasizing public welfare, promoting the dissemination of information with professionalism and authority, cultivating talent, and developing institutional infrastructure. These are important to improve the quality and effectiveness of digital health science popularization.

As our results reveal, digital health science popularization plays an important role in the construction of the public’s health understanding and behavior in China, which is considered to be important for the Healthy China Strategy [1]. It promotes the rapid development of health science popularization because of its advantages of convenience, swiftness, friendliness, and links. This not only makes the public’s ability to receive this knowledge more convenient, swifter, and friendlier but also has the same effect on suppliers to provide the public with the information that they need. Furthermore, links are created within the information, as well as between the public and providers. These advantages have led to the widespread popularity and development of digital health science popularization. However, the exposed problems also limit the high-quality development of health science popularization, requiring measures to mitigate the deficiencies. Digital health science popularization should emphasize public welfare. The foremost factor to be considered is to maintain public interest and the manifestation of social responsibility [43, 44]. As the results revealed, many current health science popularization platforms were easily motivated by profits, without any regard for public welfare. This is extremely harmful for these platforms to uphold impartial scientific attitude [45]. Therefore, a great deal of distorted and even false health science information may emerge and rapidly spread. The impartiality, authenticity, and objectivity of digital science popularization are reduced as a result [46]. Thus, avoiding being swayed by perverse interests is essential to maintain public interest. Digital health science popularization should always adhere to the attitudes of science and truth. Providing the public with timely, scientific, and standardized health science popularization information should be the focus, and providers should be encouraged to adhere to their social responsibility to disseminate accurate health knowledge.

Though digital health science popularization is convenient, swift, friendly, and socially linked, there remains a great deal of work to be done to promote the professional dissemination thereof. Health science popularization is a synthesis of science, rigor, and professionalism [13, 47]. It requires providers to adopt correct views based on a scientific world view and use proper methods to disseminate the knowledge to the public in a timely manner [48]. As our results reveal, the public are generally not professionally trained. Health science information that is too professional, or full of jargon, or less interesting, is less acceptable, which challenges the professionalism of the providers. Thus, we should be focus on promoting the dissemination of information with professionalism, with an understanding of the public’s real needs, and providers should advocate the use of simple, easy-to-understand words.

Health science popularization should be interesting and popular. That is to say, digital health science popularization facing the public needs to reflect vivid and interesting content by rigorous, professional, qualified, and responsible providers [49]. This should be the professional connotation of digital health science popularization in the new era.

The authority of digital health science popularization requires further promotion. As found, the effective dissemination of health science popularization relies upon the authoritative providers [24, 50]. Such authority is associated with authenticity and the scientific nature of the information by the public [3]. The influence of the information is promoted in various ways and includes an association with authoritative people or institutions in health fields, such as government health committees, centers for disease control, health education centers, other institutions at all levels, hospitals, and other providers. Thus, the authority of digital platforms can also be developed by strengthening the immediate synergy between the government, scientific community, official mainstream media, online media, self-publishing platforms, and content producers of each subject [24]. It remains helpful to make full use of the open, instant participation and extensive interaction of the Internet to form an authoritative mechanism for collaborative and combined health science popularization and to form an efficient supply of information to the public.

To build on it advantages of convenience, swiftness, friendliness, and social links, more attention should be paid to cultivating cross-border talent with both digital communication and health science popularization [51]. On the one hand, effort should be put into enhancing the familiarity of health science popularization talent with digital communication technology, so that the health science products can adapt to the digital communication requirements, especially those of timeliness, better. On the other hand, the sensitivity of the providers to scientific issues of health science news should be strengthened, as should their ability to disseminate popular knowledge in an in-depth and simple manner. Digital health science popularization providers need to be capable of secondary coding and decoding of professional health science knowledge in order to transform it into comprehensible information [52]. Only in this way can the public avoid being misled by information of varying quality [20]. Thus,
focusing on improving the production quality of digital tools-based health science popularization works by cultivat- ing the cross-border talent with both digital communication and health science popularization is needed. Additionally, institutions reviewing health science popularization content, managing its dissemination, and supervising digital platforms will guarantee the healthy development of digital health science popularization [48, 51]. Thus, a set of management standards to review health science popularization dissemination providers and the standardization of related productions needs to be formulated, to regulate and guide the production and dissemination of information. Incentive policies should be improved to stimulate the enthusiasm of various providers, especially doctors and nurses, in China. The social responsibility and assessment mechanisms for each region and department to fulfill their health science popularization also need to be enhanced. Institutional infrastructure is necessary to ensure that various providers pay enough attention to scientific propaganda [53]. Government should also formulate and introduce industry guidelines for science popularization self-publishing as soon as possible, to regulate the creation and dissemination of information.

As found, some existing works on digital health science popularization have also discussed relevant content from different levels [3, 13, 43, 44, 47, 48, 51]. However, there is still a lack of studies that are designed to search for strategies by analyzing its advantages and deficiencies. This study tries to overcome these limitations. It is a study that focused on reflecting the advantages and deficiencies of current digital health science popularization based on a qualitative study. According to these experience results from China, strategies are recommended to enhance the advantages and make up for the deficiencies. By this way, the results of this study are hoped to target on promoting digital health science popularization in China more.

Although this study has some strengths, it also has several limitations. First, the snowball sampling list was derived from the participants. Sample size and sample heterogeneity may be limited. As a result, the representativeness of the conclusions might be affected. Second, limited by the inherent inadequacies of qualitative research methods, possible bias could have led to inappropriate conclusions if the participants tried to emphasize some too subjective opinions or if they focused on their own interests. Finally, to identify the advantages and deficiencies of digital health science popularization, a study conducted from both the experts and public’s perspectives is needed. However, the present study was designed to examine the problem only from the perspective of the experts. Thus, additional studies with an expanded sample size, and/or conducted by some objective methodologies, and/or considering the perspective of the public, are needed. However, these limitations do not impact the insights generated by the study with regard to clarifying the advantages and deficiencies of digital health science popularization.

5. Conclusion

We found that digital health science popularization has the advantages of convenience, swiftness, friendliness, and social links. However, obvious deficiencies were exposed as well, including low authenticity, limited audiences, a lack of manpower, and fragmentation. To overcome these deficiencies, we suggest that current digital health science popularization emphasizes public welfare, promoting the dissemination of information with professionalism and authority, cultivating cross-border talents, and developing institutional infrastructure.
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Additional Points

Highlights. (1) Digital health science popularization was examined regarding both advantages and deficiencies. (2) Low authenticity, limited audiences, a lack of manpower, and fragmentation were revealed as its main deficiencies. (3) Emphasizing public welfare, promoting the dissemination of information with professionalism and authority, cultivating cross-border talent, and developing institutional infrastructure are considered as important measures to overcoming its deficiencies. (4) Overcoming the deficiencies is important for the high-quality development of digital health science popularization.
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